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We love doing themes also. We will run
promotions periodically where we
introduce a specific theme and book
session for that. We have all the costumes
and props on hand so this is a good time to
come in for a beautiful portrait and not
have to go out and find an outfit. We
create those treasured memories that last
a lifetime and beyond. 

You are welcome to bring your own
costumes for portraits any time. We just
offer a few in studio and from time to time
do special events where we offer a certain
look. 

Find something they love. That is the secret,  
get on their level and relate to them. It can
be anything, food, basketball, dolls, teddy
bears, dresses, or school. Be in their world.
Let them dress as their favorite character
and roll with it. What comes from this can
be quite extraordinary.

My specialty is photographing people
exactly like they have always dreamed of. I
bring out their true personality in the photo.
The result is nothing short of amazing. Why?
Because they feel like they are in their
element. They feel true to themselves and
carefree. It takes knowledge and skill to
pose and light them in an appealing way,
sure. But if you have them happy, you are
halfway there. 

Working with
children



This includes your consultation, planning your
look, wardrobe guidance AND/or use of the

outfits in studio. This price also includes your
reveal appointment. 

 
We invite you back next day to view the
images and make your selections for a

portrait or album order. 
Fine Art Portraits start at $150

Creative fee $175
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S E N I O R  S T Y L E .

Seniors. It's a whole different world! 

No matter the age, you can always

see them as little, fascinated with the

world, full of giggles, right? Well now,

they have grown into their own,

making most of their own decisions,

all grown up. It is time to make a

celebration out of every moment you

still have with them. 

Pretty soon, their next stop is

COLLEGE!

Send them off with the full

confidence they get with a full

makeover photoshoot. We take a

variety over various downtown

locations. Some of the photos will be

more traditional so that they can be

used in the high-school year book.

Let us know ahead of time so that we

can have them ready by the dead-

line. 

We are sure to make their personality

shine through!

Celebrate Every Moment. 
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Fall
Frenzy

Outdoor
portraits are

perfect!





We have some wardrobe options in

studio for young girls. There are dresses

sized from 18 months to 6 years old.

Women's sizes are small, medium, large

and extra large. 

What to
wear?

When creating the perfect portrait, the outfit choice is very important.

Don't choose something so busy that it takes away from the subject.

Choose flattering colors that are not too bright. Neutrals are always

my favorite as well as the classics like grey, black, beige. 

We can plan out your entire wardrobe! Just email me photos of your

options and I will be glad to help. 

If you have props or family heirlooms

that you want to include in your

bespoke portrait, let us know ahead

of time so that we can create the

most memorable keepsake for you!

Keep in mind we have many

selections of beautiful gowns and

flower crowns for mom in studio, as

well as wraps and fabrics for your

baby. 
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FINE ART
PORTRAIT

BEAUTIFUL SOUL PORTRAITS

CLASSIC FINE ART

If you prefer a more traditional
portrait, you will love our fine
art collection. 

Beautiful Soul Portraits
Lexington, SC
803.730.5618KANDICE MARIE

Portrait Artist:



FAMILY HEIRLOOMS

Mother and child portraiture is a
speciality here. Some mothers do this
as a just because - a fun mother and
daughter or mother and son dress up
portrait. Others choose to do a
gorgeous portrait session to celebrate
a pregnancy while also preserving
precious memories of the older sibling
. What a great way to show them you
are still going to be there for them
when the new baby arrives. It's a
beautiful memory of your time
together with them as the only child.
Your first baby. 

Whatever your need may be, mother and child portraits or
treasured memories of your child by themselves, we will
make that vision a reality. Ask about our custom setups for
Christmas. We offer these for about two weeks in
November each year. 
Our portraiture is exceptional quality that will live in your
family for years and years to come. It is intended that
these portraits be passed down through the generations. 
 They will warm your walls and serve as your family
masterpiece for all to cherish. 
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